CMIL Volunteer Application

If you are interested in volunteering at the CMIL and have not already been in direct contact with a researcher, please provide as much information about yourself as you can below. After you have filled out all sections, please email form to cmi.info@sdsu.edu and your information will be emailed out to all SDSU researchers at the CMIL.

Name: ______________________________ Email: ________________________________

Affiliation (including grade level if at an institution):__________________________________

Dates Available to Volunteer: ____________________________________________________

Days and Hours Per Week Available:________________________________________________

Are you AAUS certified? _____

Date of Certification _______ # of Dives ______ Depth Certification_____

Research Interests:

Are you interested in working with a particular lab? If so, who?

Do you have any prior research experience? Please list specific length of time and skills involved in research.